Abstract. An analytical solution for o -resonant density matrix is presented in such a form that allows to interpret at certain physical conditions the interaction of ultracold atomic beam with inhomogeneous laser radiation as beam's passing through a threedimensional hologram. A new method for creation of atomic wave with intended amplitude and phase characteristic is o ered on this basis.
Introduction
The last decade achievements in the eld of laser light cooling below the recoil limit 1]{ 4] have opened a new chapter of atom optics. Indeed, if momenta of cooled atoms verge to the photon ones, di raction e ects may manifest itself especially strongly during atomic interaction with space inhomogeneous radiation. For corresponding part of de Broglie wave spectrum, this provides a possibility to supplement the traditional for atom optics set of elements like mirrors 5], di ractional gratings 6] or lenses 7] with holograms of di erent objects. In this paper we will show that such atomic holograms may be constructed at certain conditions as a superposition of background and scene electromagnetic waves to be common for optical holography. But in contrast to conventional holograms, the destination of their atomic analogues would mainly be restricted by creation of matter waves with intended amplitude and phase characteristics. Noteworthy, that these characteristics are the same as for the scene wave so one gets strong and convenient implement to manipulate by the atoms.
However, to realize the wave front reconstruction for massive particles it would be necessary to compensate the gravity. Fortunately, the bulk of atoms has the magnetic moment, and all one has to do is to use the Stern-Gerlach e ect. Superimposing the weakly inhomogeneous magnetic eld on the path of beforehand polarized atoms and adjusting the eld gradient it will be possible to hang the particles everywhere except the region of interaction with radiation. But as we will see below, if the laser frequency is far from all atom transitions, the spin-ip contribution to the total force is negligible. Under this condition, atoms move like free particles being a ected only by the electromagnetic waves.
In order to describe an ensemble of atoms interacting with the photons conventional creation and annihilation eld operators + (r; t); (r; t) are used for each internal atomic state j i, where index is composed of all quantum numbers unambiguously de ning this state. Until otherwise noted, the results of our general development do not depend explicitly on the atom statistics. However, the way to specialize to bosons or fermions is to introduce the appropriate commutator or anticommutator relations, f (r 1 ; t); + (r 2 ; t)g q (r 1 ; t) + (r 2 ; t) + q + (r 2 ; t) (r 1 ; t) = (r 1 ?r 2 ) f (r 1 ; t); (r 2 ; t)g q = f + (r 1 ; t); + (r 2 ; t)g q = 0:
The subscript q takes the values +1, as appropriate for fermions, or ?1, for bosons.
Since we will deal only with one-particle values such as atomic space concentration, our consideration appears to be complete in the formalism of reduced density matrix 8] (r 1 ;r 2 ; t) hij + (r 2 ; t) (r 1 ; t)jii; (2) where jii is initial state of the atom-photon system. In the case of pure electromagnetic interaction the quantum master equation for this matrix is well known 8, 9, 10].
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In present work, we will use it's generalization for multilevel atoms placed into the electromagnetic, gravitational and weakly inhomogeneous magnetic elds as a starting point of consideration. One can straightforward obtain said master equation in a way similar to the approach of recent paper 11]. In section 2 we get o -resonance solution when atomic beam passes through running laser waves. Conditions that allow an optical interpretation are de ned in section 3. In section 4 we present numerical evaluations and conclude.
O -resonance solution of master equation
Let us consider j i as atomic eigenstate in homogeneous magnetic eldB 0 being the main part of external eldB(r) applied to compensate the gravity. Then in the most convenient length gauge 12] and in dipole approximation, the density matrix master equation may be written as i h @ @t (r 1 ;r 2 ; t) = 
H E (r) = ?d Ẽ (r; t): (6) In above formulasp and M are the momentum operator and the atomic mass correspondingly. 
? (r) = 2 (k ? k ) (k )T (r) sin(k r)=r] ; ? = ? (0); 
Noteworthy, that master equation in such a form ensures not only the conservation of trace, but also positive de niteness of the density matrix.
Since the external magnetic eld is slowly changing at the distance of the order of the atomic wave length, the equation (3) (13) Here the set fja(r)ig depending onr as a parameter is composed of internal atomic eigenstates in the magnetic eldB(r) so that the Hamiltonian H B diagonalizes and may be taken into account as an addition to E E ! E a (r) = E a + E a (r); E a (r) ' H B (r): (16) Though the quantum statistics correlations are omitted in this treatment, it is appropriate at least for high single-mode degeneracy of bosonic atoms. Said simpli cation may also be used for e ect estimation in dense bosonic or fermionic samples, where most of neighbour eigenmodes are occupied. On the other hand, in low density systems, one can neglect the dipole-dipole interaction at all, and concrete form of W ab is not signi cant there. Let us solve the equation we have got from the transformation (13) assuming that all the atoms are initially in the long-living ground "0"-state, do not undergo the gravity acceleration (because of our choice of magnetic eld to satisfy the relation E 0 (r) ? Mg r = 0), and their density matrix is diagonal in the energy representation (0) ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t) = Z d d f( ; ) 0 (r 1 ; t; ; ) 0 (r 2 ; t; ; ) a0 b0 : (17) Here f( ; ) is atomic beam distribution function on energy and quantum numbers , which de ne the wave function 0 (r; t; ; ) of a free particle.
As we mainly take interest in atomic distribution outside the beam, we will present explicit expressions for the density matrix only in such a region. Then considering (0) ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t) as a zero-order approximation one may easy derive in the framework of perturbation theory ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t) = E ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t) + R ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t) + W ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t); (18) each summand appearing due to the Hamiltonian H E , spatial-dependent part of H R , or the dipole-dipole interaction term correspondingly.
Creating large enough Zeeman splitting to suppress shifted stimulated photon scattering we get non-vanishing E ab in agreement with the energy-momentum conservation only when take into account those two-photon processes which leave atoms in the (21) is the Green function of a decaying particle moving in the potential U a (r) = E a (r) ?
Mg r provided that n a (r) runs complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions in this potential, n a denotes corresponding to n a (r) eigenvalue of energy, and ? a = ? aa stands for the natural width of atomic level a.
Note, that after substitution of expression (21) 
00 (r;r; t):
In reality, this approach is equivalent in some sense to the local eld consideration 16].
Atom optics interpretation
The solution for density matrix we have got in previous section still contains the laser eld uctuations whereas to obtain mean value of any one-particle atomic operator, k (r 2 ; t 2 )i. Main result of the phenomenological method 13] having been applied here is that spectral width of these functions is restricted by neither the bandwidths ii of laser modes (numbered i; j : : :), nor the cross-correlation bandwidth factors ij , but by the value L = max ij ( ii ?2 ij + jj ).
Below we consider the case of continuous-wave radiation and assume almost critical cross correlation being achieved, for instance, when all eld modes originate from one initial laser mode. It expects L to satisfy the inequality h L . Therefore we may carry out explicit integration over d in the formula (23) 8 compensate each other. Since tensor lm 00 (r 0 ) varies slowly in the interaction region, the equation (31) will reproduce the scene wave propagation in the framework of KirchhoFresnel approximation. In other words, (r; t; ; ) will clone the amplitude E s m (r). In more realistic case, we will expect the atomic beam aperture to be wide enough in the region of atom-eld interaction to regard 0 (r; t; ; ) as a wave function of a free de nite-momentum particle. On analogy with conventional optics, this function can be well approximated by the plane wave having a nite spatial extension along diaphragm forming the beam 0 (r; t;k a ) = exp h ik a r ? ( When integrated over dk a in the equation (19), the product of functions J displays a slow dependence onk s which can be neglected. The -function introduced in (38) also does not a ect the inverse 
where we use an evident simpli cationk s ' k bR =R. (42) On the other hand, the spatial concentration of atoms is de ned atr 1 =r 2 and would be received independently from mentioned condition as if all particles had the same wave function g(0)] 1=2 (r; t). So in both cases because tensor lm 00 (r) varies slowly in the interaction region, one deals with the atomic wave reproducing under the formula (40) the amplitude and phase characteristics of a scene wave.
If there were no other contributions to the density matrix, we would claim the creation of an intended atomic wave outside the beam. Therefore let us clarify when these contributions are negligible h E ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t)i h R ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t)i; h E ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t)i h W ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t)i: (43) Employing in the equations (25) . Such a concentration is obviously compatible with the conditions (48), (49) because for most atoms, the scattering length does not exceed 10 2 a B , and in nonresonance case the components of tensor lm 00 (r) are of the order a 3 B , where a B denotes the Bohr radius. Although in said experiment the velocity distribution is wider we need to produce the coherent state under condition (42) (there 0:65), the spatial atomic concentration outside the beam will be as if it were so.
The background and scene wave may be obtained from the same initial eld of cw Ar + -laser by means of eld manipulation without introduction of phase jitter 13] so that L 10 2 Hz . There should not also be a problem to select laser frequency ! L far o resonance in agreement with the condition (22).
If the width of atomic beam is imagined to be about 1 cm, and intensity of background wave is 1 W/cm 2 , then mean intensity 0:1 W/cm 2 of scene wave will not violate the conditions (45), (50), where we have substituted P ' 2 10 ?5 from the expression (46). At such parameters, the atomic wave amplitude would be j g(0)] 1=2 (r; t)j 10 1?2 cm ?2=3 leading to quite observable concentration n s 10 2?4 cm ?3 .
A way to enhance this concentration consists in preparing the atomic beam appropriately. Since only the part P of all atoms undergoes the stimulated photon scattering giving contribution to the wave g(0)] 1=2 (r; t), we should cool the beam as much as possible. If, for instance, were decreased to the order (k b L) ?1 , then we would get P ' 1, and consequently n s 10 8?9 cm ?3 in the same experimental situation as above. An extraordinary role here may be played by coherent atomic-beam generators 17], that are under development now.
However, low values of n s can not tell about disadvantages of our method because there is a full analogy with the optical three-dimensional holograms, which is known to carry out monochromatization of light. In just the same manner, inhomogeneous laser eld produces an atomic wave with very narrow momentum distribution ( h=L) along the direction of vectork s ?k b . So one of forthcoming applications of this method may be in the velocity selection of atoms.
Another important application may lie in atomic lithography. Namely, it will be possible to deposit an arbitrary picture of impurity atoms on a silicon substrate. The background present in the wave g(0)] 1=2 (r; t) is small enough that this technique could have usage in the fabrication of circuitry components.
Noteworthy, to increase resolution of the image we may choose laser frequency above the ionization threshold of atom. Our consideration of the density matrix ab (r 1 ;r 2 ; t) appears to be valid in this case for all discrete internal levels (a; b : : :) provided that ionization states are incorporated in complete set fja(r)ig of atomic eigenstates, and we somehow remove charged particles from the beam to suppress the recombination (for example, with the external uniform electric eld). In particular, such a generalization of theory manifests itself in the de nition (24) of coherent scattering tensor, where the summation must include as well the continuous spectrum 15].
In conclusion, we have discussed the idea of driving the ultracold atom propagation using e ective holograms made of laser radiation and have shown when behaviour of an atomic ensemble may be characterized by the wave function representing amplitude of stimulated coherent photon scattering on a single particle. We have found this wave function to inherit the features of scene electromagnetic wave and than have demonstrated it can be a useful implement for solving some of the basic technological problems in the eld of atom optics, such as imaging. 
